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Several methods are presented for the selective determination of In this Communication, we describe several one-dimens
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pin–lattice and spin–spin relaxation rates of backbone protons in
abeled proteins. The relaxation rates of amide protons in 15N labeled
roteins can be measured by using two-way selective cross-polariza-
ion (SCP). The measurement of Ha relaxation rates can be achieved
y combining this method with homonuclear Hartmann–Hahn trans-
er using doubly selective irradiation. Various schemes for selective or
onselective inversion of the longitudinal proton magnetization lead
o different initial recovery rates. The methods have been applied to
ysine K6 in 15N-labeled human ubiquitin and to leucine L5 in 15N-
nd 13C-labeled octapeptide YG*G*F*LRRI (GFL) in which the
arked residues are 15N- and 13C-labeled. © 1999 Academic Press

Dynamic processes in peptides and proteins can be cha
zed by measuring relaxation rates of15N nuclei (1, 2), of proton-
arrying 13C nuclei (3), and of carbonyl13C nuclei (4). So far,
elaxation rates of1H nuclei have not been exploited as much
hose of15N and13C, despite the development of selective ho
uclear magnetization transfer methods which make it possi
easure proton relaxation parameters in proteins (5, 6). Because
roton relaxation often obeys multi-exponential laws, the d
nd recovery curves may be difficult to interpret. Moreo
omonuclear scalar couplings between protons lead to mo

ions of spin-echoes. Nevertheless, the initial rate approxim
an usually provide reasonable estimates of self- and cross-
tion rates (7–10). Longitudinal proton relaxation rates have b
etermined in15N-labeled proteins (11, 12). Structural changes
eptides and proteins can be inferred from line-broadenin
roton signals (13) and proton relaxation measurements a

dentification of dimeric domains in proteins (14). In paramag
etic proteins (11, 15, 16) the proton relaxation rates are enhan

n the vicinity of paramagnetic centers (17). Analysis of nitrogen
elaxation in terms of spectral densities requires the determin
f the auto-relaxation rate of the proton directly attached to
itrogen (18).
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ethods to measure the transverse and longitudinal relax
ates of selected protons. These methods are p
larly suitable when only a small number of protons
trategic positions need to be characterized. The me
se two-way selective cross-polarization (SCP) (19, 20).
he magnetization of a chosen proton is transferred
eteronucleus and back again (e.g.,1H 3 15N 3 1H) by
pplying two radiofrequency (RF) fields at the chem
hifts of the two nuclei. Provided the amplitudes of
ontinuous-wave RF fields are very weak (e.g., about
he magnitude of the relevant heteronuclear scalar
ling), the effect of RF field inhomogeneities becomes n

igible (19). Such experiments are more efficient than se
ive heteronuclear correlation techniques obtained
nserting selective pulses into HSQC-type experiments.
ongitudinal or transverse relaxation rates of selected
ons can be measured in the usual fashion by using in
ion-recovery or Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPM
ethods prior to selective cross-polarization. Water
ression can be achieved by applying gradients while

ongitudinal magnetization resides on the15N, without re-
ourse to any selective proton pulses, thus avoiding sa
ion effects and signal attenuation.

Figure 1a shows the selective detection scheme that has
sed to measure longitudinal and transverse relaxation ra

ndividual amide protons in15N-labeled proteins or peptide
igure 2 shows the recovery of the longitudinal magnetiza
f the amide proton of lysine K6 in ubiquitin following
onselective inversion pulse. It is strongly affected by cr
elaxation with neighboring protons. The Solomon equa
escribing the time-dependence of the longitudinal magne

ion of a chosen protonI i interacting withN other protonsI j

nd with a heteronuclear spinSk is given by

dDI iz~t!/dt

5 2r iDI iz~t! 2 S jÞi
N s ijDI jz~t! 2 s ikDSkz~t!, [1a]

y.
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herer i is the self-relaxation rate,s ij ands ik are the homo
nd heteronuclear cross-relaxation rates;DI iz(t) 5 I iz(t) 2 I iz

eq,
I jz(t) 5 I jz(t) 2 I jz

eq, andDSkz(t) 5 Skz(t) 2 Skz
eq, whereI iz

eq,
jz
eq, andSkz

eq are the expectation values of theI iz, I jz, andSkz

perators in equilibrium. Effects of cross-correlation betw
uctuating interactions are neglected. The initial rate of re
ry is determined not only by the inversion ofI i through
I iz(t 5 0), but also by the initial conditionsDI jz(t 5 0) of
ll protons in the vicinity and byDSkz(t 5 0). Provided on
oesnot apply any pulses to the neighboring protonsI j and to

he Sk spins, Eq. [1a] can be simplified sinceDI jz(t 5 0) 5
Skz(t 5 0) 5 0.
To compare the various experiments presented in this Com

ication, it is convenient to record inversion-recovery data in
anner of “difference spectroscopy.” If one considers invers

ecovery spectra such as in Fig. 2, the corresponding diffe
pectra of Fig. 3 can be obtained simply by subtracting
quilibrium magnetization. Thus, Eq. [1a] must be consid

wice with two different sets of initial conditions:DI iz
A(t 5 0),

I iz
B(t 5 0), DI jz

A(t 5 0), DI jz
B(t 5 0), DSkz

A(t 5 0), andDSkz
B(t 5 0),

here experiment A refers either to selective, semiselectiv
onselective inversion, while the initial populations are usu

FIG. 1. Modules for sequences for the determination of longitudina
elective detection ofI x(H

N) and (b) selective detection ofI x(H
a) in 15N labe

pin-locking pulses for heteronuclear cross-polarization transfer and for15N dec
long thez axis, while the magnetization of theI spins (including solvent m

hat spoil the transverse magnetization. The cosinusoidally modulated re
f magnetization between Ha and HN. (c) Semi-selective inversion of allI z(H

N

hat is alternated in phase). (d) Selective inversion of a chosenI z(H
N) with tw

he sequences:f 1 5 y, 2y, y, 2y, y, 2y, y, 2y; f 2 5 x, x, 2x, 2x, x,
, x, 2x. If sequence (b) is used,f 4 5 x in the first 8 scans andf 4 5 2x in t
eries of 8 scans.
n
-
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e
-
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ot perturbed in experiment B. This amounts to observing
eturn to the demagnetized state, rather than to thermal eq
ium. Equation [1a] must be replaced by

d@I iz
A~t! 2 I iz

B~t!#/dt 5 2r i@I iz
A~t! 2 I iz

B~t!#

2 S jÞi
N s ij@I jz

A~t! 2 I jz
B~t!#

2 s ik@Skz
A ~t! 2 Skz

B ~t!#. [1b]

he initial rate is determined by the conditions immedia
fter the preparation period:

lim
t30

d@I iz
A~t! 2 I iz

B~t!#/dt 5 2r i@I iz
A~0! 2 I iz

B~0!#

2 S jÞi
N s ij@I jz

A~0! 2 I jz
B~0!#

2s ik@Skz
A ~0! 2 Skz

B ~0!#. [2]

f the componentsI jz(0) andSkz(0) are prepared in the sam
ay (e.g., inverted or left unperturbed) in the two experim

d transverse relaxation rates of HN and Ha protons in peptides and proteins.
macromolecules. Extended horizontal rectangles correspond to low-am
pling. Between the two cross-polarization steps, the15N magnetization is store
etization) is destroyed by ap/2 pulse, sandwiched between two gradient pu
ngle in (b) corresponds to a doubly selective irradiation (DSI) that leads to a transfe
ing a BIRD pulse sequence (the narrow open rectangle represents ap/2 pulse
elective cross-polarization (SCP) steps. The phase-cycling is common
x, 2x; f 3 5 y, y, y, y, 2y, 2y, 2y, 2y; f receiver 5 x, 2x, 2x, x, 2x,

next 8 scans, while the receiver phase is reversed between the first and
l an
led
ou

agn
cta

) us
o s
x, 2
he
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and B, the initial values [I jz
A(0) 2 I jz

B(0)] and [Skz
A (0) 2

kz
B (0)] vanish.
In macromolecules such as ubiquitin (tc ' 4 ns at 300 K), th

umber N of neighboring protons can be very large, so
ifferent inversion schemes have a strong influence on the
ecovery rates (Table 1). On the other hand, in a small pe
uch as GFL the cross-relaxation rates are smaller than the
elaxation rates and the density of protons is lower than in u
itin, so that the initial recovery is not strongly affected by

FIG. 2. Combination of nonselective inversion recovery with selectiv
.5 mM sample of15N-labeled human ubiquitin (in H2O/D2O 9:1). For all exp
f Fig. 1a preceded by a nonselective protonp pulse and recovery intervals ra
f 11 ms.

FIG. 3. Inversion recovery curves obtained in the manner of differe
n ubiquitin and (b) for the HN proton of leucine L5 in GFL peptide (YGG
CP as in Fig. 1d. The initial recovery rates derived from the curves ar
t
ial
de
elf-
q-

electivity of the initial inversion. One can set up suitable in
onditions in view of separating cross- and self-relaxation r
or HN amide protons in proteins and peptides, an impo
ontribution to the initial recovery rate stems from the cr
elaxation ratesij between Hi

N and the neighboring Hj
a proton.

his contribution can be easily removed if only the amide pro
re inverted with a sequence for “bilinear rotation decoupl
BIRD) (21). To obtain difference spectra one may alternate
hase of one of the adjacentp/2 pulses applied to15N in the BIRD

bservation of HN of lysine K6 (4.1 ppm downfield from the water resonance)
ments 128 scans were accumulated at 303 K and 300 MHz, using the s
ing from 5 ms to 5 s. The spin-locking fields are set to about 40 Hz with a

spectroscopy with different inversion schemes (a) for the HN proton of lysine K6
RI). (x) Nonselectivep pulse; (D) BIRD inversion as in Fig. 1c; (F) two-way
iven in Table 1.
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equence in Fig. 1c. Note that it is not possible to subtrac
quilibrium magnetization in this case because of transvers

axation during the BIRD sequence. One also has to pay atte
o cross-relaxation between HN and the attached15N nucleus. The
ffect of heteronuclear cross-relaxation (which is proportion
ikDSkz) is equivalent to homonuclear cross-relaxation (pro

ional tosijDI jz) between two protons separated by about 3,
Å for tc 5 1, 4, or 12 ns at 400 MHz. The effect of the attac

15N nucleus can be averaged out by alternating the phaseF1 of the
rst protonp/2 pulse in the BIRD sequence in both experim
and B. This changes the relative sign ofI iz(t 5 0) with respec

o Skz(t 5 0) just after the BIRD sequence. Measurements oN

f lysine K6 in ubiquitin and of leucine L5 in GFL (YGGFLRR
re shown in Fig. 3. The initial recovery rates measured
IRD and with a nonselective inversion are given in Tab
long with estimated confidence limits. The rates were obta
y Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear fitting of the recovery cur
he relaxation of the amide proton is slower after nonsele

nversion than after semiselective inversion. Indeed, after n
ective inversion the first two terms on the right-hand side of
2] contribute. In both GFL and ubiquitin the cross-relaxa
atessij are negative (tc . 1/v0) so that the second term of Eq.

FIG. 4. (a) Transverse relaxation measurement of HN in Lysine K6 of ubi
pulses. The curve is fitted with exp(2t/T2)cos(pJt) (where bothT2 andJ are

ound to have a magnitude of 7.1 Hz. (b) Longitudinal relaxation after n

Initial Rates of Recovery Measured
with Different Inversion Methods

Inversion scheme
NH of lysine K6 in

ubiquitina (s21)
NH of leucine L5 in GFLb

(s21)

onselectivep 1.55 (1.50–1.60)c 1.33 (1.20–1.46)c

IRD module of Fig. 1c 4.68 (4.26–5.10) 1.60 (1.53–1.67)
cheme of Fig. 1d 5.64 (5.08–6.20) 1.65 (1.50–1.80)

a At 300 MHz and 303 K in H2O/D2O 9:1.
b GFL 5 TGGFLRRI, measured at 500 MHz and 300 K in D6-DMSO
c Numbers in brackets give estimated confidence limits.
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herefore, the BIRD inversion of the HN nuclei, which allows on
o remove the effect of the second term in Eq. [2], leads t
cceleration of the decay of the HN magnetization. Inversion of th
N magnetization by a BIRD sequence leaves the aromatic

ons unaffected, hence Eq. [2] becomes

lim
t30

d@I iz
A~t! 2 I iz

B~t!#/dt 5 2r i@I iz
A~0! 2 I iz

B~0!#

2S jÞi
amidess ij@I jz

A~0! 2 I jz
B~0!#. [3]

he contributions to the initial recovery rate of a selectedN

roton stemming from cross-relaxation to other amide proton
ften not negligible. Such contributions can be removed b

ectively inverting only the amide proton under investigation. T
an be achieved by using two selective heteronuclear cross-
zation steps as shown in Fig. 1d. It is possible, as in the B
equence of Fig. 1c, to observe the return to the demagn
tate by phase-alternating one of the spin-locking pulses app
he nitrogen-15 channel, while alternating the receiver ph
ross-relaxation pathways involving other protons are elimin
ince both experiments A and B are identical from the poin
iew of protons that are not filtered through the selected n
en-15 nucleus. The effects of heteronuclear cross-relaxatio
e cancelled by alternating the phaseF1 of the first protonp/2
ulse in Fig. 1d. Thus, for each of the two experiments A an
which differ in the phaseF2 5 6x of the first selective puls
pplied to15N), one must alternate the phaseF1 5 6y of the first
roton pulse, while alternating the receiver phase. With refer

o Eq. [2], it is apparent that the experiment of Fig. 1d cause
ast two terms to vanish completely so that neithersij nor sik

ffect the initial recovery. The initial recovery rates obtained
he scheme of Fig. 1d (see Table 1) are the fastest in the s
hus proving that cross-relaxation is largely suppressed.

When the selective detection scheme of Fig. 1a follows a C

in, recorded using a CPMG-module with intervals of 4 ms between the p
justed) in order to take into account the homonuclear scalar coupling3J(HaHN),
selective inversion of Ha in Lysine K6, detected with the module of Fig. 1b.
quit
ad
on
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easure transverse relaxation rates of selected protons. Th
ecay for HN of lysine K6 in ubiquitin is shown in Fig. 4a.
All experiments can be adapted to observe Ha protons in

15N-labeled proteins, as shown in Fig. 1b. TheI x(H
a) magne

ization can be transformed intoI x(H
N) through the scala

oupling 3J(HaHN) using a homonuclear Hartmann–Ha
ransfer using doubly selective irradiation (DSI) (5, 6, 23). For
he sake of illustration, we have combined this detec
cheme with nonselective inversion recovery. Figure 4b sh
nonselectiveT1 measurement of Ha in K6 in ubiquitin.
The experiments presented in this work allow one to mea

ongitudinal and transverse relaxation times of chosen HN and Ha

rotons in15N-labeled peptides and proteins. These methods
ne to separate different contributions to longitudinal relaxa
he one-dimensional experiments are time-efficient and ea

mplement. They are particularly suitable when only a few pro
n strategic positions need to be investigated.

Experiments on ubiquitin (obtained from VLI research, 1.5 m
2O:D2O 9:1, pH 4.5) were performed with a Bruker DRX-3
pectrometer equipped with an inverse detection double reso
robe, while experiments with the octapeptide GFL (TGGFLR
nriched in 6 sites: TG[15N,13C]G[15N,13C]F[15N,13C]LRRI, 1
M in D6-DMSO, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc.) w

arried out on a Bruker DMX-500 spectrometer with an inv
etection TBI triple resonance probe. The temperature wa

o 300 K for GFL and to 303 K for ubiquitin.
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